Registration

Opening words by Ton van Zeeland, Erasmus Huis followed by curatorial statements.

**SESSION 1 LECTURES & DISCUSSION**

Lectures on ‘the Role of Architects in Affordable Housing’:
- Nanne de Ru/ architect, director Berlage, Netherlands
- Eko Prawoto/ architect, lecturer UKDW, Indonesia
- Stephen Cairns/ professor, scientific coordinator Future Cities Lab, Singapore
- Pitupong Chaowakul/ architect, Supermachinestudio, Thailand
- Bin Kim/ assistant professor, University of Seoul, Korea
- Yonathan Pasodung/ Head of Housing Department, City of Jakarta, Indonesia

Coffee break (20 minutes)

Discussion on ‘the Possibilities of Affordable Housing in Jakarta: a Question of Synergy Between Users, Public and Private Sectors’
Invited Panel: Mudji Sutrisno, Jo Santoso (UNTAR), Handaka Santosa (APRINDO, Agung Podomoro) [tbc], Christiano Wibisono (Indonesian Presidential Institute), Parwoto Tjondro Sugianto (World Bank), Nugroho Tri Utomo (BAPPENAS), Imam Prasodjo (Yayasan Nurani Dunia), Gunawan Tjahjono (Universitas Pembangunan Jaya) [tbc], Ishadi SK (CT Corps), Imam S Ernawi (Ministry of Public Works) [tbc], Herlily (UI), Antonio Ismael Risianto (FORKIM, Triaco), Agus Marsudi (IAI Nasional), Yuli Kusworo (ARKOM Jogja), Zoraida Ibrahim (Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy), Robert Manan (Manan Foundation), Fifty Manan (Indonesian Diaspora Foundation), Achmad Nanang Maulana (IAI Singapore), Adjie Negara (KIND, IAI Jakarta), Sri Probo Sudarmo (World Bank) and more.
Moderated by: Florian Heinzelmann (SHAU) & Daliana Suryawinata (SHAU, IAI-EU)

**SESSION 2 EXHIBITION OPENING**

Introduction by Ton van Zeeland (Erasmus Huis), statements by HE Ambassador Tjeerd de Zwaan (Embassy of the Netherlands), HE Minister Mari Pangestu (Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy), Mr. Umar Hadi (Directorate West Europe, Ministry of Foreign Affairs), and representative from the City of Jakarta

Premiere of the Masterclass Results ‘Jakarta Vertical Kampung: Climatic, Community-oriented and Culturally Contextual’ guided by Achmad D Tardiyyana (ITB, URBANE), Yogi Ferdinand (SHAU), David Hutama (David.Hutama/ UPH), Ary Indra (ABODAY), Yu Sing (akanoma studio), Ivan Kurniawan (NUS), Willis Kusuma (Willis Kusuma Architects), Avianti Armand (Avianti Armand Studio), Adi Purnomo (mamos-studio), Paulus Mintarga (Rempah Rumah Karya), Andra Matin (andramatin), Wiyoga Nurdiansyah (SUB).

Exhibition Opening and Dinner